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Summary

Following a desktop survey, site visit and  field survey of the two fields and boundary wall of
the development area, it is considered that there should be further requirements to protect
existing upstanding historical remains and to buried archaeological remains. Therefore the
following recommendations are made :

1) The north field is where most of the earth disturbance will occur (new utility building,
road and bridge, water pipes and drains) and it is the closest part of the site to the abbey. In
particular a Long Cist burial is recorded to the immediate NE of the site. 

it is recommended that an archaeological watching brief supervises the foundation work
and ditch digging in this area (page 17).

There are two aspects of note in the south field :

2) Firstly: concerning a historic field wall and marker stones - a gravel road and hard
standing will be laid close to the field wall, and c.9 m west of marker stone BS-10. The field
to the south of the site is rough pasture for animals so a fence will be required :

It is recommended that the fence is erected to the north side of the wall before the road
and hard standing are laid to prevent damage the wall or boundary stone (page 17). 

Three other boundary stones (BS-2, BS-3 and BS-9 page 11) lie outside the development area
but on agricultural land also owned by Mr Mckay. He is a responsible local person and
interested in the history of his site who wishes to both protect and promote these remains in
his care, so I believe he will willingly accept conservation advice and proposals.

3) Secondly: a contemporary painting suggests a possible camp site of Cumberland’s Army at
Fort Augustus after Culloden 1746 in the western (drier) part of the playing fields/caravan
park. If this is correct it would be of historic significance. The archaeological traces of a
tented camp would be limited after more than 260 years but -

I believe that a metal detector survey would be justified before and during laying the
gravel road (page 17-18).



Background

An archaeological walkover and desktop survey was undertaken prior to the formation of a
caravan park and camping ground on open level grass covered ground at NH 37769 08860,
west of  Stavaigers Lodge, Abbey Gardens close to the centre of Fort Augustus (figure 1 page
2; figure 2 page 3). The brief required an evaluation of the entire application area in advance
of development because it may have impacted on valuable features of historic importance:
therefore the survey covered the entire area of development shown on the designer’s scale
plans (W.A. MacDonald Building Design Ltd., Inverness) including site clearance and
excavation works for a new utility building (figure 4 page 5), access road with bridge over
existing ditch, services and any other ancillary works (figure 3 page 4).  

The owner Mr R Mackay was responsible for the development: the walkover and desktop
survey were carried out by Dr Harry Robinson (Member of the Institute of Field
Archaeologists) in accordance with the HCAU Development Guidance as laid out in the web
pages:  www.highland.gov.uk/ yourenvironment/ conservation/ archaeology/
developmentguidance

Site Location

The development plot lies to the south of the Abbey on the western flood plain of the minor
River Tarff (photograph 7). Its western boundary is marked by the steep slopes of a raised
plateau on which the southern part of Fort Augustus Conservation Area stands and where the
historical Barracks were built. The plans show the plot to be roughly L-shaped measuring
150 m N-S by 200 m E-W (at 19 m altitude OD) comprising two existing fields described as
a sports ground and a football pitch. 

It lies in an area that were the ‘Government Lands’ of Fort Augustus and where a number of
Boundary Stones marking this land have been identified by the local heritage group in the
past. The locations of at least three of these stones were thought to lie within the application
site and are considered to be an important element of the historic environment. In
co-operation with Cill Chuimen Heritage the stones were identified and measures proposed
for their protection. In addition, there was potential that unrecorded remains may have
survived in the application area.
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Desk-based Assessment

A Desk-based Assessment of the relevant archaeological/ historical records including:

The Highland Council Sites and Monuments Record (HSMR) in Inverness
The National Monuments Record for Scotland (NMRS)
Historic Scotland: List of Scheduled Monuments; Listed Buildings; 
Historic Scotland & Scottish Natural Heritage: Inventory of Gardens and Designed
Landscapes
Highland Council Archives and early cartographic collection in Inverness 

w Aerial photographic coverage held by RCAHMS and the HCSMR
w Maps, including Ordnance Survey coverage and other early cartographic sources held at

the National Library of Scotland Map Library
w References held in the national Archives of Scotland and the National Archives Kew

(appendix I pages 9-10)
w Royal Library, Windsor Castle, Prints Catalogue
w Bibliographic references and early parish accounts.
w Fort Augustus Local Development Plan
w Research material and reports by Cill Chuimen Heritage

A gazetteer of all sites identified in the Desk Based Assessment and walkover survey is
presented in Appendix I, and a summary is listed below:

Scheduled Monuments and Listed buildings

There are no Statutory protected sites under the terms of the Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Areas Act 1979 or the Town and Country Planning Act 1997 (Historic
Scotland 1998) within the site, but several lie close by and may be associated with the site:

1 - Fort Augustus Fort,  St Benedict's Abbey, Monastery and School  Listed Category: A 
HER no. MHG44766 - NMRS no. NH30NE 6.00 - ngr NH 3814 0915

2 - Fort Augustus Abbey Church  - Listed Category: A 
HER no. MHG62610 - St Benedict's Abbey Church

3 - Fort Augustus Abbey, Gate Lodge  - Listed Category: B 
HER no. MHG25099 (MHG38574) - NMRS no NH30NE 6.01 - ngr NH 38008 09030 

4 - Fort Augustus, Former Engine and Gunpowder House  - Listed Category: B 
HER no. MHG15660 - NMRS no. NH30NE40 - ngr NH 3791 0914 
  
5 - Fort Augustus Barracks - Listed Category: B
HER no. MHG25629 - NMRS no. NH30NE 43 - ngr NH 3820 0910
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Other sites:

There is one known historic feature within (or closely associated with) the development area:

7 - Marker Stones
HER no. MHG2608

The following features lie in the local area:

6 - Old Castle of Kilwhinan / Kilcumein - Tower House
HER no. MHG2608 - NMRS no. NH30NE 1 - ngr NH 3824 0907

8 - King's Inn 
HER no. MHG21392 - NMRS no. NH30NE38 - ngr NH 3788 0911

9 - Fort Augustus -  Village 
NMRS no. NH30NE 41 - ngr NH 3793 0908 

10 - Bridge of Tarff
HER no. MHG2615 - NMRS no. NH30NE 19  - ngr NH 3800 0880 

11 - Fort Augustus - Building
HER no. MHG22985 - NMRS no. NH30NE 32 - ngr NH 3827 0916

12 - Fort Augustus - Coin Hoard (Roman)
HER no. MHG2612 - NMRS no. NH30NE 4 - ngr NH 381 091

13 - Fort Augustus - Grave 
HER no. MHG2574 - NMRS no. NH30NE 14 - ngr NH 38 09 

14 - Fort Augustus - Long Cist Burial
HER no. MHG2783 - NMRS no. NH30NE 7 - ngr NH 3791 0895 

15 - Fort Augustus - Cemetery
HER no. MHG31743 - ngr NH 3756 0854 

Previous archaeological work in the area:

Engineering and geological test pits around Fort Augustus Abbey were monitored in July
2004 and a comprehensive photographic survey were carried out in advance of conversion to
luxury accommodation. The building proved to be very complex and in poor condition.
Planned excavation of part of the moat will not now take place, owing to a change in the
design of the development which will lessen impacts (Wood 2005). 
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Historic Maps

Historic OS maps 

These maps (figure 5 page 9 maps 3, 4, 5 & 6) show open fields - although development has
encroached from the north, there is no signs that they have ever been built upon.

Historic Military Maps 
 
The National Library of Scotland have a series of Military Plans and Drawings of the Board
of Ordnance illustrating Fort Augustus the 18th Century. Full details of those which include
the town area rather than just fort plans are listed in Appendix II - Historic Military Maps of
Scotland (18th century). Three of these maps are of particular interest as they show both the
development site and southern boundary of the Crown or Government Lands (figure 6 page
10, maps 7, 8, and 9).

Map 7 - Gazetteer plan no. 4 - A plan of the Barrack at Kiliwhiman..- Date on Map: 1718
 Name: Dumaresq, John & Bastide, John Henry 
 Description: 1 manuscript map ; 311 x 435 mm., on sheet, 319 x 443 mm. 
 The plot is shown laid out in fields, with a small burn draining a pond.

Map 8 - Gazetteer plan no. 5 - A plan of the barrack at Kiliwhiman - Date on Map: 1719
 Description: 1 manuscript map ; 452 x 582 mm., on sheet, 461 x 591 mm. (Roy?).
 The plot is shown cultivated without field boundaries, and the small burn draining a pond.
 It is annotated “Poor Dale or Arrable (sic) land 27 ¾ Acres”.

Map 9 - Gazetteer plan no. 3 - Plan of Fort Augustus 
 Description: 1 manuscript map ; 424 x 358 mm., on sheet, 452 x 389 mm. 
 The plot is again shown laid out in fields. The burn and pond appear to have been drained

to form “Land overflowed in Great Rains”. 
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Site visit and consultation with Cill Chuimen Heritage regarding the Boundary Marker
Stones  - I wish to thank Mr Graham Biggs of Cill Chuimen Heritage for discussing the
group’s research material and reports.

The desktop research identified one historic feature within (or closely associated with) the
development area recorded in the Highland Council HER under record no. MHG2608 as
Marker Stones (gazetteer no. 7) whose location is marked 1-8 on a street plan of Fort
Augustus (figure 7 page 12 based on HER plan). However, this plan does not correspond
with a list of  “Boundary Stones that once marked the Government Lands of Fort Augustus”
compiled by Cill Chuimen Heritage in 2001, which identifies 11 stones and uses a different
numbering sequence (figure 8 page 12). For the purposes of this survey I have conformed to
the numbering sequence shown on figure 7 (based on the HER plan) with the prefix BS.

The first point to note is that neither of these lists record any stones within the development
area (figure 7) or appearing to be under threat from the planned work.

The second point is that only stones BS-2, BS-3, BS-5 and BS-6 are close to and so
considered to be relevant to this walkover site survey (BS-2 and BS-3 lying on agricultural
land also owned by Mr Mckay). An unsuccessful attempt was made as part of this survey to
find all the alleged boundary stones in other parts of the town: I and several others have tried
this in the past without consistent success. It is my conclusion that various stones of different
types and dates were erected, some of which have been moved and others lost, but they no
not form an identifiable system..

During a visit accompanied by Mr Biggs the stones BS-2 (NH 3786 0868) and BS-3 (NH
3785 0866) were located as described (photographs 1 & 4) and seen to be overgrown with
grass and moss. They are in no danger from any work relating to the caravan park
development, but they do lie in working agricultural land. A third stone (photograph 9, not on
the HER plan and numbered here as BS-9) was also located at NH 3784 0863, 30 m to the
south of stone BS-3. This stone BS-9 was already known to the Heritage group together with
a possible fourth stone (not located) - these four stones are Cill Chuimen Heritage’s stones
8-11 listed on figure 8 page 13.

A further taller stone (photographs 10 & 11) was observed at NH 3771 0867 in the ruined
field boundary wall (B-C figure 2, NH 3779 0864 - NH 3763 0870) which marks the southern
edge of the development area - this stone has not previously been numbered in either of the
above summaries and has been numbered as BS-10.

The course of this ruined boundary wall is depicted on the historical OS maps (figure 5) and
is shown to be associated with continuing walls running up the steep bank C-D to the main
A82 road D-E  then across croft land to the canal E-F-G.. There is a theory is that this
continuos wall line with marker stones delimits the 290 year old boundary of the government
lands of Fort Augustus (figure 8) as first depicted on the old military maps (figure 7).
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The Boundary line of the Government lands

The line of the ruined wall was traced from close to the bank of the Tarff A-B (figure 2;
photograph 8), and across the level field B-C  where stone BS-10 was identified (photographs
9 & 10). No trace of a wall was found on the plateau slope C-D as depicted on the historic
OS maps (figure 5). There are remains of old dry stone walling along the footpath D-E to
Market Hill on the main A82 road to Fort William, but no trace was found of the stone BS-5
(figure 7). Across the road it was observed that the line of the wall continued F-G (and on to
the canal at H). Built into the roadside wall at F was stone BS-6 (photograph 12).

The theory is that this wall line delineates the SE section of the complete boundary of the old
Government Lands of Fort Augustus and is marked as such with a series of Boundary Stones.
As the purpose of the present survey concerns a proposed development that could physically
affect only this section of the boundary, it was considered reasonable to prevent any delay in
the development by restricting the current investigation to only this section. Further general
research would be of historic value and of great interest to local people, but may take some
time and would be best pursued by Cill Chuimen Heritage perhaps with the support of further
planning provision.

Problems with the Boundary Theory

The old military maps (figure 6) and old ordnance survey maps (figure 5) suggest the
survival of a legal ownership boundary for the peninsular of land between the Rivers Ouch
and Tarff since the early eighteenth century when this land was seized as forfeit from the
Jacobite Lord Love. Unfortunately the boundaries shown on the three military maps (7, 8 and
9) do not coincide, and map 8 actually includes land on the west bank of the Ouch. However
the boundary on map 9 (no date but c.1746) is clearly marked “Boundary of Crown Land”. It
is reasonable to conclude that a legal (possibly revised) property ownership boundary was set
out at the time of the building of Fort Augustus which remains legally valid.

Less clear is the status of the five boundary stones in the area of the survey which do not
show a consistent relationship with the boundary, are not all in their original locations and
are not all of the same size, shape or date.
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The Boundary Stones  - BS 2, BS-3, BS-6, BS-9, BS-10

Stones  BS 2 (photographs 1, 2 & 3), BS-3 (photographs 4, 5 & 6), BS-9 (photograph 9)
and BS-10 (photographs 10 & 11)

These four free standing stones are of similar type and probable date. They are of dressed
sandstone faced with fine corduroy horizontal grooves, 10 inches (0.255 m) square in cross
section with low pyramid shaped tops. Each is buried to different depths in the ground by
grass, moss and stones but it is reasonable to presume they are of the same length - BS-10
stands 0.57 m above grass level, assuming that for stability one third is buried this suggests
an overall length of at least 0.82 m (which I suggest was logically 1 yard).

Stones BS 2, BS-3 and BS-9 were cleared of grass and moss to expose the inscription on their
east face the date 1831 under the government arrow (photographs 3 & 6). Stone BS-10 has no
such formal inscription but it has graffiti on all faces so the original may have been defaced.

The reason for the location of these stones is not known: they do not correspond with field
boundaries on modern or historic maps. I can find no connection with the date 1831 (further
research should have more time to pursue this). Stone BS-9 is certainly not in its original
location: it was found by the landowner recently when improving his farm track (figure 2)
and he repositioned about 3 m to the west  in rough alignment with stones BS-2 & BS-3. 

Stone BS-10 appears in a prominent position half way along the field wall, but would have
been mostly hidden by the wall in earlier times. It does not appear to have been moved for
use as a gate post as there is no gap in the wall or any hinge fittings.

Stone BS-6 (photograph 10)

This stone is not of the same type or date as the other four: it is a rectangular slab of granite
0.33 m by 77 m high cemented in to the road side wall (NH 3749 0878) and inscribed “WD
1857” under a government arrow. It is now employed by the OS as a bench mark and has
been calibrated to 112 ft OD (map 4). According to the Heritage group list (figure 8) there are
several stones inscribed 1857, and Inveroich House, which once belonged to the War
Department, has an arrow head and WD 1857 carved on its back door step (The Canal
Company bought the houses from the War Department along with the land for the
construction of the canal). The significance of this date is that in 1857 the fort was sold for
£5,000 to Lord Lovat (whose son offered it and the land surrounding in 1876 to the
Benedictines).

Summary of the Boundary and Boundary Stones discussion

More research needs to be done: but so far, I would agree that the modern boundary is
historic - but the case has not been made that it is directly related to or explains all or some of
the stones, nor that all the stones are part of the same system.   
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The Walkover survey of the interior of the development area

The preliminary site visit described above took note of the wider plot but was specifically
aimed to investigate one aspect of the site. The purpose of this systematic walkover survey
was to identify the character, extent and condition of all known features and to identify any
further features of archaeological and historical interest not identified through the desk based
study. No excavation was undertaken as part of this work. The survey aimed to: 

Identify the cultural heritage baseline within the proposal area 
Assess the proposed development site in terms of it’s cultural heritage potential 
Consider the potential impacts of construction and operation of the proposed
development on the historic environment 
Propose measures (where appropriate) to mitigate any predicted adverse impact of the
development. 

The walkover survey had been delayed due to snow, and on the day (25th February 2009) the
weather was again bad with heavy rain sleet and poor light. The site plan (figure 3 page 4)
showed the site to consist of two adjacent fields divided by a fence and field drain which is
“culverted with 200 mm fireclay culvert”. The larger field S to the south is marked “Sports
Ground” and the smaller field N  to the north “Football Pitch”. The agricultural land to the
east and south is also owned by the developer. Access to the site is from the north east  
through the owner’s existing hostel complex to the smaller northern field N.

The northern field N is where most of the earth disturbance will occur : a new road will be
laid “built up to 19m level” leading to the drainage ditch where a bridge will be constructed
with steel girders and timber deck (sleepers) to give access to field S. A new utility building
will be built and water pipes and drain laid (figure 4 page 5).

In the larger southern field S a circuit gravel road will be laid with hard standing to the south.
I understand that no deep foundations or earth stripping will be involved, but the turf may be
removed and gravel laid over a geotex liner.

Survey observations, conclusions and recommendations

Neither field has ever been built upon: historically they are shown to have been cultivated but
required drainage. In modern times both were sports fields for over 100 years and
consequently were deliberately maintained, rolled and seeded as level featureless grass land -
so not surprisingly there are no surface features. However, there is a reasonable potential for
buried features, and a concern to prevent further damage to the historic field wall and marker
stone BS-10 on the southern boundary.
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The historic field wall and marker stone BS-10 in the southern field S

The site plan (figure 3) shows that the gravel road and hard standing (30 m long by 6 m wide)
will be laid about 12 m from the field wall, and c.9 m west of the marker stone BS-10. As the
field to the south of the site is rough pasture for animals, a sturdy fence will be required and I
suggest provision be made to ensure its erection does not damage the wall or stone.

The site owner Mr Mackay is interested in the history of his site and wishes to both protect
and promote these remains, so I believe he will willingly accept conservation proposals. It is
suggested that a fence is erected to the north side of the wall before the road and hard
standing are laid.

New utility building, road and bridge, water pipes and drain in northern field N 

This is where most of the earth disturbance will occur and it is the closest part of the site to
the abbey. In particular a Long Cist burial is recorded 100 m to the NE of the site at NH 3791
0895 (gazetteer no.14 HER no. MHG2783; figure 2) - it is recommended that an
archaeological watching brief supervises the foundation work and ditch digging in this area.

The camp sites of Cumberland’s Army at Fort Augustus after Culloden 1746

This is a less certain point and topic still being researched, but it is recorded that the
Government army camped in the fields around the damaged Fort and derelict barracks. A
panoramic landscape painting of Fort Augustus from the south by Thomas Sandby (in the
Royal Library, Windsor Castle no. 14725) appears to reasonably accurately represent the
topography of fort Augustus and depicts several areas of tented encampment, one of which
can be interpreted as the western half of the southern field. 

There are of course many problems in using this type of evidence. Roy’s maps are an
important historical source: features of interest to an army commander, such as roads, rivers,
the positions of villages and hamlets, as well as general land-cover and terrain are accurate
and the designed landscapes around some of the larger country houses and estates are good.
However, the maps are inconsistent and less trustworthy on other aspects: the delineation of
arable ground is inaccurate, field boundaries are only representations not reflecting their real
shape or size and there are variations in the recording of smaller hamlets and farms, with
many missing.

However (and the research is not complete) Sandby (1725-1809) was a surveyor ('the chief
draughtsman of the plan') with Wade and knew the area well. He also went on to be a leading
English watercolour painter and topographical artist,  so his painting should be assessed as an
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eyewitness account of an event. Aspects being looked at include the old Barracks shown
standing intact (although roofless), the defensive bastions of the fort damaged and the interior
buildings roofless, the moat embankment surviving, and the location of the several formally
laid out tented army encampments. 

I have requested permission to reproduce Sandby’s painting but have not yet received a reply
therefore cannot use a copy in a commercial report, however I have privately done some
work on photocopies of a black and white photograph. From this I have digitally extracted a
section of the painting corresponding with Abraham Daubant’s  detailed and topographically
accurate 1750 “Plan of Fort Augustus with the adjacent lands” (appendix II map no. 15) and
done some limited rectification to partially counteract the perspective foreshortening. This
work is incomplete and still very rough, but a version has been quickly produced for this
report and is shown as figure 9 below:

This plan suggests that the western (drier) part of the playing fields/caravan park was the site
of one of Cumberland’s army encampments. While I am confident that I have located the
camp correctly according to the painting, I cannot (yet) tell whether Sandby was recording
accurately what he saw or was simply employing artistic licence. If it is accurate it would be
of historic significance, but the archaeological traces of a tented camp would be limited after
more than 260 years. However, I believe that a metal detector survey in this area of the field
would be justified before and during laying the gravel road.
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Listed Buildings

1 - Fort Augustus Fort,  St Benedict's Abbey, Monastery and School  
Listed Category: A -  Date of Listing 05-OCT-1971 Up-graded to category A 7 May 1999
HB Number 1861 -  Item Number: 18
HER no. MHG44766 - NMRS no. NH30NE 6.00 - ngr NH 3814 0915
The remains of the fort are incorporated into Fort Augustus Abbey and Church
Fort Augustus, named after the Duke of Cumberland, is said to have superseded Kiliwhimin
in 1727, although the heading of the plan states that it was begun in 1729 and finished in
1742. Because of its central position it was designed as a fortified residence, suitable for a
GHQ with a governor. The central complex was enclosed with massive outworks.
The fort was captured and slighted by the Jacobites in 1745. After Culloden it was repaired,
and the rebuilding is still visible at the salient angles of the bastions.
Fort Augustus is now absorbed into the Benedictine Monastery of that name (Cruden 1960).
The NE bastion survives to full height, but only the lower courses of the W bastion remain.
The S and SE bastions, and the SE side of the fort have been destroyed. Visited by OS (NKB)
1964. (OSA 1798, xx, 31; NSA 1835, xiv, 57; Blundell 1914; Close-Brooks 1995, 94, 114;
Cruden 1960, 239-40; Fort Augustus Abbey post-1956;  Gifford 1992, 168-73; St Benedict's
Abbey 1953)
Fort Augustus was built between 1724 and 1742, and construction of the abbey church begun
in 1890 to an ambitious design by P P Pugin.
The key archaeological objectives were to determine whether buried evidence of the
Hanoverian fort and a previous castle on the site survived within the development area; and
whether there might be any implications for new developments on the site. Twenty
machine-cut pits and 21 hand-dug pits were opened. The opportunity was also taken to
photograph aspects of the exterior and interior of the buildings. No archaeological evidence
of the former castle was found, but information was gained about the development of the fort
and subsequent monastery.
The present cloister occupies the site of the former parade ground, and the N, E, and W
ranges are built directly onto the fort foundations. The W range retains much of the character
of the 18th century fort at ground floor level, as does the basement beneath the N range (the
main school building). The ground floor of the E range probably contains some 18th century
fabric within the walls.
There are apparently no surviving 18th century elements within the present buildings on the S
side of the cloister, formerly occupied by the Governor's House. A basement similar to that
on the N side may have existed here, but this could not be tested in the trial pit programme.
This is also likely to be the core of the former castle site. There is no evidence of a former
basement in the E or W range trial pits within the Refectory and the W range seemed to
reveal natural gravels immediately below the floor.
Within the NE bastion (the only surviving standing section of the fort wall), the depth of the
former boiler room was noted. The bastion wall here rises from basement level, whereas the
NW bastion, now reduced to a low height, appears to rise from only approximately 1.2m
below modern ground level. It seems likely that the NE bastion was reconstructed from its
present lower level after its destruction in the 1745 rising.
The abbey church rests on enormous mass concrete foundations, which extend beyond the
existing building to the E. Much of the upstanding fabric of the abbey church also seems
likely to be of mass concrete, faced with stone or plastered.
To the S of the abbey church, a layer of concrete found c 300 mm below present ground level
is no doubt associated with the construct on of the church itself. A fragment of earlier stone
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wall set within this layer by the SE corner of the church could not be dated. The ground has
been built up considerably with rubble, much of it no doubt derived from the former fort.
(Wood 2004).

The military Fort Augustus, constructed between 1729-42 is partially incorporated in the
present Abbey buildings, which date variously between 1876 and 1980. Architects; Peter
Paul Pugin and Joseph Hanson, father and son. 
Large mainly 3-storey ranges of Gothic buildings grouped around cloistered square; all grey
rubble with contrasting tooled ashlar sandstone dressings. Monastery; W entrance front; tall
2-storey and double attic, symmetrical building with advanced wide gabled centre bay
containing stairwell, flanked each side by 3 narrow bays, lit at 1st floor by 4-light flat-headed
cusped and traceried window with single  side lights; stair bay fronted by projecting
single-storey porch/corridor oversailing former fort moat. 
E garden front; long asymmetrical 3-storey and attic, 9-bay elevation with advanced and
gabled outer bays; part 7-stage, part 5-stage tower (P. P. Pugin) with variety of stepped stair
and Gothic windows; pyramidal roof, round-headed entrance in base. 
Cloisters; P. P. Pugin, 1880. Cloister surrounds central square; Geometric Gothic tracery to
each opening; wall-head parapet with continuous quatrefoil detailing. 
Ribbed vaulting to cloister, paved with geometric tiles. 
School; N elevation, J. Hanson father and son. Wide 3-storey irregular facade with centre
advanced tower rising 7 stages with open porch in base, oriel windows in 1st and 2nd floors;
penultimate stage has heavily corbelled crenellated parapet to 3 sides within which rises
octagonal crenellated clock tower with clock faces on 4 sides above louvred round-headed
openings; circular stair turret at SE. Tall wide gabled bays flank tower with ground and 1st
floor windows linked in  vertical panels (more elaborate to left). Varied fenestration, some
mullioned and transomed, some with cusped detailing in upper lights and mainly with 2-pane
glazing; tall coped ridge stacks; steeply pitched slate roofs with contrasting banding of
differing slates and apex cross  finials. 
Triangular military fort bastion survives at NE angle; tall rubble wall with pulvinated string
course and former angle bartizan replaced by square stack. 
INTERIOR: not seen. Contains Roman stone sculptured slab, circa 21 inches long and circa
19 inches high with relief of 3 'Mother Goddesses', set into wall in high ceilinged entrance
passage of monastery over door to small meeting room. Moved from Hailes House, Colinton,
1925.
Established as a Scottish Benedictine community. Cloistered hollow square in centre of
monastery on site of former fort parade ground. Fine large scale model of original fort on
display within monastery. The Roman sculpture bears details which suggest it was set up by
Roman auxiliary troops in the 1st or 2nd centruy AD. It is mentioned by W Lockhart in 1873,
and identified by Dr Curle in 1917 at Hailes House. It was moved from a garden wall at this
house, 1925 (via a bank vault), and was probably originally from Cramond. The top right
corner of the sculpture has been lost (hence one of the goddesses is headless) and the
surrounding border has gone 

Scheduled Monument File No AMH/93/2/1. 
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2 - Fort Augustus Abbey Church  
Listed Category: A - Date of Listing 05-OCT-1971 Up-graded to category A 7 May 1999.
HB Number 1862 -  Item Number: 19 
HER no. MHG62610 - St Benedict's Abbey Church
Church orientated E-W and sited to S of monastery and school  to which it is linked by short
East Cloister (P. P. Pugin  1880) and Chapter House (probably also P. P. Pugin, 1896). 
Church principally designed by Reginald Fairlie in 2 stages,  1914-17 and 1949-58. 1st stage
includes monks' choir with N and  S aisles, Blessed Sacrament chapel at SE incorporating the
P. P.  Pugin St Andrew's Chapel of 1893. 2nd stage; N and S aisles. 
Narthex and W porch with baptistry designed by Charles Gray,  1966. Interior of church
completed 1980 by W. W. Allan.  Tall rectangular building with gabled centre flanked by flat
 roofed aisles; all pinned varied coloured squared granite  with tooled granite dressings. 6
long, narrow round-headed  windows light N elevation; similar single window in centre  of
W gable, which is fronted by gabled narthex and porch,  with semi-circular glazed baptistry
projecting at N. 
Interior; Romanesque detailing. Monks' choir with 3-bay  arcades of high round pillars
supporting round-headed arches,  clerestory and timber hammer-beam angle roof. Choir
divided  from aisles by simple parclose screen. Plain semi-circular  apse pierced by orange
glazed cross and upper lights. High  Altar raised on podium between monks' choir and nave.
Nave divided from N and S aisles by octagonal pillars of  Covesea stone rising to
round-headed arches; plain white  walls. Blessed Sacrament chapel at SE (1917) with altar
under  rich embossed deerskin baldachino supported on painted  facetted columns (R.
Fairlie). Moulded joists to timber  ceiling.  Podium and flooring throughout most of church
laid with  varied green Coniston slate. 
Ecclesiastical building no longer in use as such  (Fort Augustus Abbey guide book, 1956)
Patrick Nuttgens, REGINALD FAIRLIE (1959), p. 48, pl. 53-60. National Monuments  
Record of Scotland (R. Fairlie Collection).

3 - Fort Augustus Abbey, Gate Lodge  
Listed Category: B - Date of Listing 17-APR-1986 : HB Number 1863 - Item Number: 20 
HER no. MHG25099 (MHG38574) - NMRS no NH30NE 6.01 - ngr NH 38008 09030 
ARCHITECT: Joseph Aloysius Hansom and Pugin, Pugin & Hansom, commenced 1876
Reginald Fairlie, commenced 1914. Substantial 2-storey, 3-bay  gate lodge; all bull-faced
rubble with contrasting ashlar  sandstone dressings. Symmetrical 3-bay N front; ground  floor
bipartites with shouldered lintels; 3 gabletted  dormers in mansard roof. 2-bay return E gable
with recessed  glazed door and bipartite similar to those in N front. 2  pointed-headed cusped
windows in 1st floor with small centre  attic window. 2-pane glazing. Single storey, single
bay  wing to rear. Corniced end ridge stacks; slated mansard  roofs with tiled ridges. Small
single storey lean-to wing  at W gable. NMRS Photographs : W Schomberg Scott
Manuscripts MS/908 Acc No 1997/39 - 3 interior photographs.

4 - Fort Augustus, Former Engine and Gunpowder House  
Listed Category: B -  Date of Listing 22-DEC-1976 : HB Number 1867 - Item Number: 24
HER no. MHG15660 - NMRS no. NH30NE40 - ngr NH 3791 0914 
OS 1:2500 Map 1966. Earlier 18th century, simple square rubble 2-storey building  with
tooled rubble dressings and some harl pointing. Slightly  battered walls. Wide round-headed
entrance in centre of north  elevation fitted with later double leaf plank door. Shuttered  
ground and 1st floor windows in west elevation. Pyramidal  slate roof with slender finials and
weather vane. Said to have been associated with the Fort (1729-42) as powder  store, and
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then utilised as an engine room during the  construction of the locks, Caledonian Canal,
1804-22. Now (sic) incorporated as part of Loch Ness Monster exhibition centre,  which is
not included in listing. 
  
5 - Fort Augustus Barracks
Listed Category: B - Date of Listing 05-OCT-1971 - HB Number 1864 - Item Number: 21
HER no. MHG25629 - NMRS no. NH30NE 43 - ngr NH 3820 0910
Length of high rubble wall to rear of Lovat Arms Hotel 1718 -19 , stretch of high (approx 15'
high) rubble  walling pierced with simple square splayed gunloops and  with segmental
headed doorway with roughly dressed keystoned  architrave partially incorporated in walled
garden. Fragment of Kilwhinan Barracks. To same plan as Bernera  and Ruthven replaced in
1729-42 by Fort Augustus (now incorporated in Abbey).     
Board of Ordnance MS 1647-1651. Royal Scottish Geographic  Society 58(e-k) in NLS Z
3/10-11. 
OS 1:2,500 Map 1966. The Barracks of Kiliwhiman, built 1718 (now part of the Lovat Arms
Hotel were replaced by the 'modern' Fort Augustus, built 1729-42. (OSA 1798, 31; NSA
1835, 57; FORT AUGUSTUS ABBEY guide book, post 1956). 
REFERENCE: 1718-19 - James Smith - Board of Ordnance
Where the River Oich debouches into the Southern end of Loch Ness.

5a - Fort Augustus Barracks, vault
HER no. MHG14086 - ngr NH 3777 0903  
Vault may be part of old fort. “Workmen renovating a Fort Augustus hotel have uncovered a
piece of the past. An underground vault, believed to be part of Fort Kilwinan - the original
structure in the village dating back to 1716 - was unearthed during work to the Lovat Arms
Hotel. The vault, the size of a small garage, contains non-human bones and some bottles.
Hotel owner Mr Alan Lees said work stopped immediately and archaeological experts were
called in.
"It's quite an interesting discovery and it has been suggested that we keep the vault uncovered
to let people see it, although it is right in the middle of where I am planning to build a new
car park!" Press and Journal 11 March 1989
Planning Applications :
IN/1990/190 - Creation of new vehicular entrance to hotel.
IN/1990/191 - Siting of temporary staff chalet/caravan
Correspondence on file regarding possible retention of the vault as an illuminated feature of
historic interest. 'Underground barrel-vaulted chamber. Now beneath car park of Lovat arms
Hotel, Fort Augustus. Probably part of Kilwhimin Fort' Rectangular. R.Gourlay 9.8.1990
Notes added from HER Associated Documents file on 17.6.2003 by J.Wood
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Other Sites:

6 - Old Castle of Kilwhinan / Kilcumein - Tower House
HER no. MHG2608 - NMRS no. NH30NE 1 - ngr NH 3824 0907
A ruined building with a tower at the west end, surrounded on the west, north and east sides
by a wide entrenchment cut into the escarpment is named 'Old Castle of Kilwhinan'.
(Dumaresq & Bastide 1718). 
“Betwixt the Barracks and Lochness there is a point not a quarter mile long, on the extremity
of which close on the Lake stood the ruins of ane castle supposed to be built by the
Cummings from whom it had its name to this day but scarce the vestiges of it remain, being
demolished for the Barracks use” (Mitchell.1906).
“The whole of this united parish was, previous to the 15th century, the property of the Lovat
family; but who previously possessed it can only be learned from tradition. What leads to a
belief that Abertarf was inhabited by the Cummins, a very powerful and warlike clan, is, that
the place of Fort-Auguflus, only called so from the establishment of the garrison, is in the
vulgar language called Kilichuiman, meaning the burial-ground of the Cummins. And an
eminence on the hill to the east of Loch-tarf is called Sui-Chuiman, or Cummin's resting
place” (OSA 1798).
There is another tradition that there was a Cromwellian fort at Kilcumein (Blundell 1921).
No trace of the 'Old Castle of Kilwhinan' remains. Visited by OS (NKB) 1964.

7 - Marker Stones
HER no. MHG2608
A number of marker stones have been located around Fort Augustus. They have been found
out to be War Department (WD) and Board of Ordnance (BO - correct spelling of ordnance)
markers. They are thought to be property markers, or perhaps they marked the route of the
guard or the position of outpost sentry points. J Aitken : 23/01/01.

8 - King's Inn 
HER no. MHG21392 - NMRS no. NH30NE38 - ngr NH 3788 0911
Work undertaken by the current owner of the King's Inn revealed what appeared to be two
original rooms below pavement level (archive photograph shows the windows of these rooms
- Scottish Field. May 1966, p.27) that local information believes to date to c.1705. The rooms
were at some point filled-in, using material which came from the canal excavations. This
building is acknowledged locally as the oldest building in the village (and in the surrounding
area) and it is thought to predate the original fort. Kings Inn was originally built as a garrison
building (presumably for officers) for the encampment on the grassed area in front of the
current Lovat Hotel. The 'garrison' building having fallen into disrepair, it later became an
Inn and was originally called the Old King's Inn. The present owner believes that in the late
1800s -early 1900s it fell into disrepair and it may have been about then that part of the
building (now known as No.1 King's Inn Terrace) later became an annex to the hotel and
serviced the needs of travellers that could not be accommodated by the hotel. The middle
section (No.2) became a butchers shop and the end section (No.3), at the bottom of the hill,
became 'MacKenzies Rooms For Let' .
This information and the photographs were provided by Mike Leary 2004 (KC 02/04)

9 - Fort Augustus -  Village 
NMRS no. NH30NE 41 - ngr NH 3793 0908 
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O/S 1:10,000 Map, 1966. Proposal that a town should be built. Copy of a letter from Lord
Grange to the Secretary of State. He proposed that the town be built on the road being made
from Inverness to Fort William. 1726 GD 124/15/1288 (Ritchie & Harman 1996; Salmond
1934, 67).

10 - Bridge of Tarff
HER no. MHG2615 - NMRS no. NH30NE 19  - ngr NH 3800 0880 
Non-Statutory Register (V). 'There has been a wooden bridge on the River Tarff from time
immemorial, close to the walls of Fort Augustus, kept in constant repair and rebuilt when
requisite by government, but a few years ago it was greatly damaged and is now in a most
ruinous state, so that it has become hazardous even to foot passengers' (NSA 1845, 60). No
trace of an old wooden bridge crossing the River Tarff here. Visited by OS 1979.

11 - Fort Augustus - Building
HER no. MHG22985 - NMRS no. NH30NE 32 - ngr NH 3827 0916
A single unroofed building, which may be part of the fort complex is depicted on the 1st
edition of the 6-inch map (Inverness-shire 1874, sheet lxviii), but it is not shown on the
current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1971). Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 3 June
1996.

12 - Fort Augustus - Coin Hoard (Roman)
HER no. MHG2612 - NMRS no. NH30NE 4 - ngr NH 381 091
"A letter from an officer at Perth, dated May 2, says "Last week I was out with a command to
Fort Augustus, where some part of the fortifications are repairing. Whilst there, some
labourers in digging a trench, found an earthen urn, of a blue colour, with about 300 pieces of
coin, of mixed metal, some a little larger than our halfpence, and the others the size of
farthings. They appear to me to be all of the Emperor Dioclesian". (Anon 1767).
"It seem s very unlikely that all three hundred coins can have belonged to one emperor, and
the account of the sizes is not very satisfactory. Still, there seems to be no sufficient reason
for declining to accept the substantial accuracy of the story". (Macdonald 1918; Hanson &
Maxwell 1983, 141; Robertson 1975, 411, 423; Robertson 1978, 209). There is no knowledge
of this find at St. Benedict's Abbey. Visited by OS (N K B) 1964.

13 - Fort Augustus - Grave 
HER no. MHG2574 - NMRS no. NH30NE 14 - ngr NH 38 09 
'Twenty-seven skulls, and a corresponding quantity of vertebrae, and other bones, have been
discovered during the past month by workmen in levelling some earthworks at Fort
Augustus, Inverness-shire. They were all face upwards and turned towards the east, as in an
ordinary burying ground. They were at regular distances from each other, but with no traces
of coffins. If the earthworks are coeval with the fort, the bones must be at least 150 years old.'
(The Antiquary 1880, 229). Information from Angus, Donald to NMRS, 6 October 1984 

14 - Fort Augustus - Long Cist 
HER no. MHG2783 - NMRS no. NH30NE 7 - ngr NH 3791 0895 
Three mediaeval long cists were found in Mr. Dames' garden, Ft. August, on October 14th,
1936. They were examined two days later in the presence of Dr. Kirkton (med.), Dr. Flood,
Rev. C. Dieckhoff, Rev. B. O'Donnell and P. Hynes. The cists lay side by side, aligned east
to west, and were about 6 ft. long, 18 ins. wide and 12 ins. deep. Another cist had been found
53 yards to the southwest but was destroyed. It had been covered by a single flagstone,
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grooved to fit over the sides. The cists contained the friable remains of extended skeletons.
Two insignificant fragments of metal and some sherds of pottery were found between the
cists. (W Scholes, Soc Antiq Scot MS No. 361, 1936).
The find spot was pointed out by Mr. Grant (Mr H Grant, Ardchoille, Fort Augustus), Mr
Dames' gardener, who discovered the cists whilst levelling the ground at NH 3791 0895. He
had no recollection of the cist "53 yds to the SW". Surveyed at 1/2500. Visited by OS (R B)
1964 
The main cist measured 5 ft 11 ins (1.8m) internally and contained traces of bone and
charcoal. The smaller cist had caved in. Information from W H Moir to F Girling (1937)  
Photograph Archive Number IN 2754  - Above photograph of cists   
MS 28/214/1  Two page typed letter on headed note paper dated 20/10/36, from W Scholes to
Dr Callender, concerning opened cist. 1936 
MS 28/214/2  Ink drawn plan of three cists 1936 
 
15 - Fort Augustus - Cemetery
HER no. MHG31743 - ngr NH 3756 0854 
J Aitken : 25/02/03
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1 - Inverness-shire: Fort Augustus (now in Highland Region), Scotland. (6) ‘Sketch map showing the
canal north of Fort Augustus, and buildings on the tongue of land between the canal and the River
Oich. Reference table to buildings. Scale: 1 inch to 200 feet. Date: 1824.

2 - 1742. Inset: plan of proposed harbour works at Fort Augustus. Public Record Office: Maps and
plans extracted to rolled storage from various series of records Date: 1742.

3 - Compass indicator. (2) Survey of East and West Borlums (south of Fort Augustus). Scale: 1 inch
to 8 chains. Dimensions of sheets: (1) 68.6 cmx 36.6 cm; (2) 60.2 cmx 48.3 cm. Public Record Office:
Maps and plans extracted to flat storage from various Date range: 1661 - 1945.

4 - Scotland: Inverness-shire: Fort Augustus. (1) Plan and elevations of Chapel. (2) Plan and elevation
of Ordnance store. (3) Plan of Barracks opposite gateway, and storehouse. (4) Plan and section of
Barracks. Scales: 1 inch to 10 feet [1:120]. Originally Date: 1818.

5 - Inverness-shire: Fort Augustus. (1) Schedule of encroachments on Ordnance land: lists nature of
encroachment, how occupied, occupiers’ names, annual rents and to whom paid. (2) ‘Plan showing
the Boundary of the Ordnance lands at Fort Augustus and position Date: 1818.

6 - Inverness-shire. (2) No 2: ‘Plan of the present position of the Caledonian Canal passing through
Government Land at Fort Augustus’. Shows boundaries of Government ground required for Canal
purposes; public road, buildings. Reference table to buildings. Date: 1824.

7 - Royal Engineers, North Britain, [?21 January 1878]. Initialled: [?W m J 0], Technical
Draughtsman, revised to 1 June 1878. Coloured MS additions show land sold by the War Department
at Fort Augustus. Scotland. 26 items. 7 ledger sheets and 18 maps of War Date range: 1874 - 1878.

8 - Plan of Fort Augustus, Inverness-shire (now in Highland Region), Scotland. Scale: 1 inch to 400
feet. Compass indicator. Originally drawn to accompany Captain Smyth’s report of 3 March 1811. .

Plan of Fort Augustus, Inverness-shire (now in Highland Region), Date: 1811.

9 - Plan of Fort Augustus and adjacent lands, Inverness-shire. Explanatory notes. Scale: 1 inch to 200
feet. Compass indicator. . Plan of Fort Augustus and adjacent lands, Inverness-shire. Explanatory
notes. Scale: 1 inch to 200 feet. Compass indicator. Public Date: 1750.

10 - Quoad Sacra parishes of Fort Augustus and Glengarry, Inver. Quoad Sacra parishes of Fort
Augustus and Glengarry, Inver Ordnance Survey: Boundaries Branch: Scottish Deposited Maps
(DMS Series) Date range: 1948 - 1970.

11 - Royal Commission (Highlands and Islands, 1892) (“Crofters’ Commission, 1892...
Fort Augustus OS sheet no 73 . Fort Augustus OS sheet no 73 Royal Commission (Highlands and
Islands, 1892) (“Crofters’ Commission, 1892”): Maps Date range: 1878 - 1892.

13 - Information relating to document ref. no. B(HIT)/201 of 20th Hussars’. Extracts from the
Proceedings of the House of Assembly, i.e. which troops are stationed where, and a few other notes,
1799. Memorandum about Yellow Fever at Fort Augustus caused by ‘fatique parties’, c.1796.
‘Charge against the Island Date: 1878.
Source: Access to Archives (A2A): not kept at The National Archives
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In the National Library of Scotland is a series of Military Plans and Drawings of the Board of
Ordnance, dealing with the 18th Century, Reference "MSS. 1645-1652". Of Fort Augustus
they include the following:-

1 - A Plan of Killiwhymen [Fort Augustus] ... 
Name: Debize, R. [Wade, George] 
Description: 1 manuscript map : col. ; 458 x 385 mm. 
Original Survey: [ca. 1724-45?] - Date on Map: [ca. 1724-45?] 
Shelfmark: Acc.10497 Wade.58f 

2 - "A Plan of Fort Augustus with the Old Barracks and Situation", with Profile and
Explanation. Scale for Plan 100 Feet to an Inch and for Profile 100 Feet to about 2 Inches.
Name: Hewitt, John 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 509 x 727 mm., on sheet, 529 x 741 mm. 
Original Survey: 1734 - Date on Map: 1797 
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.02/61a Z.02/61b (copy)

3 - Plan of Fort Augustus 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 424 x 358 mm., on sheet, 452 x 389 mm. 
Shelfmark: MS.1650 Z.46/23 

4 - A plan of the Barrack at Kiliwhiman... 
Name: Dumaresq, John & Bastide, John Henry 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 311 x 435 mm., on sheet, 319 x 443 mm. 
Date on Map: 1718 
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.03/08a 
 
5 - A plan of the barrack at Kiliwhiman 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 452 x 582 mm., on sheet, 461 x 591 mm. 
Date on Map: 1719 
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.03/09b 

6 - A plan of the Barrack at Killewhiman. 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 454 x 579 mm., on sheet, 465 x 596 mm. 
Date on Map: 1719 
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.03/09a 

7 - A plan of the Barrack at Kiliwhiman... 
Name: Dumaresq, John & Bastide, John Henry 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 313 x 449 mm., on sheet, 322 x 461 mm. 
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.03/08b 

8 - A plan of the Barracks of Killiwhymen and of the Ground about it... 
Name: Debize, R. [Wade, George] 
Description: 1 manuscript map : col. ; 480 x 707 mm., on sheet 507 x 978 mm. 
Original Survey: 10 February 1724-5 - Date on Map: 10 February 1724-5 
Shelfmark: Acc.10497 Wade.58g 
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10 - A Plan of Killiwhymen [Fort Augustus] ... 
Name: Debize, R. [Wade, George] 
Description: 1 manuscript map : col. ; 458 x 385 mm. 
Original Survey: [ca. 1724-45?] - Date on Map: [ca. 1724-45?] 
Shelfmark: Acc.10497 Wade.58f 

11 - A plan of the intended Fortress with the Situation of Killiwhymen 
Name: Romer, John Lambertus [Wade, George] 
Description: 1 manuscript map : col. ; 350 x 448 mm., on sheet, 382 x 463 mm. 
Original Survey: [1729?] - Date on Map: [1729?] 
Shelfmark: Acc.10497 Wade.58h 

12 - A Plan of Kiliwhymen where Fort Augustus is situated 
Name: [Wade, George] 
Description: 1 manuscript map : 350 x 440 mm., on sheet, 382 x 463 mm. 
Original Survey: 1729 - Date on Map: 1729 
Shelfmark: Acc.10497 Wade.58h 

15 - A Plan of Fort Augustus with the adjacent lands 1750 
Name: Daubant, Abraham 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 518 x 725 mm., on sheet, 551 x 750 mm. 
Original Survey: 1750 - Date on Map: 1750 
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.02/67b 

16 - A Plan of Fort Augustus with the adjacent lands 1750 
Name: Daubant, Abraham & Rogerson, W. M. 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 515 x 718 mm., on sheet, 534 x 736 mm. 
Original Survey: 1750 - Date on Map: 1750 
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.02/67c 

17 - A Plan of Fort Augustus with the adjacent lands 1750 
Name: [Daubant, Abraham] 
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 516 x 720 mm., on sheet, 537 x 739 mm. 
Original Survey: 1750 - Date on Map: 1750 
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.02/67a     

19 - A Plan of Fort Augustus, shewing the repairs and aditions [sic] done between Iune and
September 1747 with the works proposed to be compleated in 1748. Scale 100 Feet to an
Inch. 
Name: Signed by Skinner, William   
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 522 x 733 mm., on sheet, 542 x 755 mm.   
Original Survey: 1747 - Date on Map: 1747   
Shelfmark: MS.1647 Z.02/66b   

20 - A Plan & Elevation of Mr Stewart's House, the Barrack-master at Fort Augustus.   
Name: Clark, Thomas   
Description: 1 manuscript map ; 537 x 416 mm.   
Shelfmark: MS.1650 Z.46/59   
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HIGHLAND COUNCIL ARCHAEOLOGY UNIT, PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SERVICE
SPECIFICATION FOR AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Formation of Camping Ground to the West of Stravaigers Lodge, Abbey Gardens, Fort
Augustus (IN-08-877) NGR: 237769 808860

1) Summary 

This project may impact on valuable features of historic importance.  In view of the
archaeological sensitivity and potential of the site, HCAU advised that an archaeological
survey be undertaken. The implementation of this brief will meet the concerns raised.

This brief is for a walkover survey to determine the archaeological baseline of the
application site. If significant features are encountered, recommendations for further
measures necessary to mitigate the impact of the development should be made.

This brief has been produced for Mr R Mackay who will be responsible for the work and
all costs incurred, including any tendering and contractual arrangements. This brief must
be read with reference to the HCAU Development Guidance that sets out in detail who is
responsible for what, as well as the terms of reference, objectives, method, monitoring
and reporting arrangements.  

The Development Guidance is available on our webpage at
www.highland.gov.uk/yourenvironment/conservation/archaeology or a printed copy is
available from this office on request.

2) Archaeological Background

The application lies in an area that was once considered to be the ’Government Lands’ of
Fort Augustus (the 18th century fort) and where a number of Boundary Stones marking
this land have been identified in the past.  The locations of at least three of these stones
are thought to lie within the application site and are considered to be an important
element of the local historic environment.  The stones must be identified and measures
proposed for their protection within the application layout.  In addition, there is potential
that unrecorded remains survive in the application area.  As such, there is a requirement
to evaluate the entire application area in advance of development.
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3) Objectives 

To identify the location, nature and extent of any features or objects of archaeological
or historic importance that would be damaged or destroyed by this development.  
To propose arrangements for the safeguarding where possible, and recording where
necessary of any archaeological features or finds identified.  These will need to be
agreed with the Highland Council Archaeology Unit.
To make sure that the needs for archaeological conservation and recording are met
without causing any unnecessary delay or disturbance to the development project.

4) Methodology

All fieldwork must be informed by a desk-based assessment undertaken in advance of the
start of works.  It is recommended that the archaeological contractor contact the local
heritage society (Cill Chuimein Heritage) as part of this work. 

Walkover Survey

The survey will be conducted in a systematic manner in order to assess the presence or
absence, character, extent and condition of sites, monuments and landscape features
identified by a desk-based assessment.  The survey will also identify any further features
of archaeological and historical interest not identified through the desk based study. 

All individual features will be recorded, photographed and sketched. All features will be
marked on a plan, at a relevant scale and tied into the Ordnance Survey grid.

The Archaeological Contractor must refer to the minimum standard requirements as laid
out in HCAU Development Guidance.  This brief itself is not comprehensive or definitive
- tendering Archaeological Contractors will need to determine for themselves the
methodology that will deliver the required product.  This should be laid down in a Project
Design (or Written Scheme of Investigation) and agreed with HCAU in advance of the
start of site works. The start of archaeological work will be subject to the submission and
approval of this document.

5) Schedule & Monitoring

The Archaeological Contractor is responsible for agreeing arrangements for monitoring
with HCAU staff.  We will monitor projects as necessary to ensure that minimum
standards are met.  HCAU must be kept fully informed of archaeological works in order
that an initial site meeting can be arranged – as necessary – and that monitoring of the
work can take place. Prior notice of fieldwork starting dates, with contact names,
telephone numbers and arrangements for access must be given to HCAU by the
Archaeological Contractor.
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A Written Scheme of Investigation should be submitted to and agreed with HCAU in
advance of the start of work. HCAU must be kept fully informed of archaeological works
in order that an initial site meeting can be arranged – as necessary – and that monitoring
of the work can take place. 

The Archaeological Contractor must make a short progress report (by telephone) to
HCAU for every week of fieldwork undertaken.  Any unexpectedly significant or
complex discoveries, or other unexpected occurrences which might significantly affect
the archaeological work and/or the development must be notified by the Archaeological
Contractor immediately to the applicant and HCAU.   

6) Products

Following completion of the fieldwork, an archive and report will be produced and
disseminated according to the standards set out in the HCAU Development Guidance.
The report should describe the nature of the field work undertaken; the conditions and
limitations within which the work was carried-out; the results that were obtained and
recommendations for mitigation and/or further work, as appropriate. 

Highland Council Archaeology Unit Tuesday, 11 November 2008
www.highland.gov.uk/yourenvironment/conservation/archaeology
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